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One man found the broken truth. He clung to it; it made him feel good so he shared it with people like himself. Soon other people wanted the truth. Wars began to spread. Among the battles over the Truth one Little Girl emerged. She traveled through the Mountains of Imagining, the River of Wondering Why, and the Forest of Finding Out until she found Old Turtle. Old Turtle told her how the broken truth was found and the need to find the additional portion of it. Together the two wandered and spoke to one another and Old Turtle guided the Little Girl to the other part of the Truth. The Little Girl carried the gift of Truth coupled with Old Turtle's wisdom back to her own people. There she tried to explain but no one could comprehend her words. Then, the Truths were brought together to say, "You are loved / and so are they;" and the people began to comprehend.

Wood's use of animals is reminiscent of Native American traditions and his poetic expression creates a steady flow of words on each page. The placement gives an added dimension to the story, guiding the reader’s eyes and showing how the story should sound. This peaceful flow is likewise depicted in Muth's watercolor illustrations. Each element contributes to the story's message and while simple words and sentences weave this story, the meaning is much deeper. A perfect book for those learning English as a second language.